Jan. 11th [1926]

Gunby Hall,
Burgh le Marsh,
Lincolnshire.

My dear Fisher,

Hermit (the last of the
feud), a fact over which we
shall both rejoice.

I am very glad that
you have called my attention

To Baldwin's speech. I

confess I have not read

it all yet. Please

read enclosed to the 2. P. S.

and just let me know if it is alight.

If I have not put in a long
enough extract please add to it.

You will get a type written copy before try at my least attempt that that blessed paragraph. The problem I have in my mind is as follows —

To what extent do the social advantages of small families affect the relative fertility of different castes between which there is no exchange? Does the cull make the lower castes more fertile? Is this the cull effect perceived rather differently? My brain is really tired but my book with a house full of guests not to mention the...
Eugenie trembles which have
wracked us both.

This paragraph is
therefore weighing rather heavily
on my mind. If you still
think it—very little
nearby you will deeply
me with scoldings of
about the right length
putting in something which
is found and relevant
the same grateful I shall
be. What I want to do
above all things is, as I—
were, to close up the hole.
Again replying the letter I am giving you

Yours sincerely

L. Darwin

p.s. C. D.